SP-F
Porefiller
Water based acrylic and urethane containing primer
Priming of polished and oiled floors prior to the application of
PANDOMO® SP-GS sealer.
Interior
Fast drying
Easy to apply
High yield

Manufacturer
with certified quality system
as per DIN EN ISO 9001

ARDEX GmbH
58430 Witten · P.O. Box 6120
GERMANY
Telephone: +49 (0) 23 02/664-0
Telefax: +49 (0) 23 02/664-437
kundendienst@ardex.de
www.ardex.de

Use:
Priming of polished and oiled floors prior to the
application of PANDOMO® SP-GS sealer. PANDOMO® SP-F
Porefiller penetrates into the pores of the substrate and
forms a film. This provides a homogenous absorption of
the substrate, and helps to apply the PANDOMO® SP-GS
Sealer. The surface remains water vapour permeable. Can
not be used as penetrating sealer (Topcoat).

Technical data according
to ARDEX quality standards:
Material
requirement:

approx. 25-50 ml/m²

Density:

approx. 1,0 g/cm³

PH-Value:

approx. 8

Flash point:

n.a.

Description:

Water solveable:

completely

Liquid-cloudy, whitish water based acrylic and urethane
containing primer.

Application
temperature:	approx. + 15 - + 25°C
Surfacetemperature.
Underfloorheating the temperature
has be lowered of switched off.

Application:
In case PANDOMO® SP-SL Stone oil has been applied
before, the layer has to dry for at least 12 hours.
(See technical data sheet). Apply on the dry surface
PANDOMO® SP-F undiluted, homogenously and thin. Do
not wipe into the PANDOMO® SP-F. Avoid puddles. In
most cases a single coat will be enough. If a further coat
has to be installed wait at least for 4 hours.

Important:
PANDOMO® SP-SL which has not dry completly will lead to
white discoloration of the PANDOMO® SP-F Pore filler. The
discolora-tion will disappear after drying.

Health and safety/disposal:
Keep out of reach from children
Container and content/dispose according to local/
regional/national and international laws.

Drying time:	Touch dry after 30 minutes.
Trafficable after 2 hours Lower
temperatures will prolong the drying.
Cleaning of the
tools:

Immediately after use with water

Marking acc.
GHS/CLP:

None

Marking acc.
GGVSEB/ADR:

None

GISCODE:

GE 10

Packaging:

Plastic container 5 L net

Storage : 	cool, but free from frost. Close
tightly after usage.
Shelf life:	can be stored for approximately
12 months in dry rooms in
unopened packaging.

We assume the warranty for the perfect quality of our products. Our handling recommendations are based on trials and practical experience; they can, however, only be regarded as
general advice without a quality warranty, as we have not influence on work site conditions
and the execution of the work.
Country specific recommendations, depending on local standards, codes of practice,
building regulations or industry guidelines, may affect specific installation recommendations
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